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In JT-60U, it has been observed that accumulation of tungsten is enhanced with increasing the toroidal 

rotation in the opposite direction (CTR-rotation) to the plasma current in H-mode plasmas. Two pinch 

models (PHZ pinch and Er pinch) due to the toroidal rotation and the radial electric field are proposed. We 

introduce these two pinch models into TOTAL, and study dependence of the tungsten accumulation on the 

toroidal rotation. In the high toroidal rotation velocity, we obtained the tungsten accumulation four times as 

large as in the low one. The model reproduces the trend observed in the experiment. 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In tokamak devices, accumulation of impurities 

from plasma facing materials results in increase in 

the radiation loss, and dilution of the fuel. 

Accumulation of tungsten (W) is concerned in 

particular because of its large radiation loss due to 

its high atomic number (high Z). In JT-60U, it was 

observed that accumulation of tungsten is enhanced 

with increase in the toroidal rotation in the opposite 

direction (CTR-rotation) to the plasma current in 

H-mode plasmas [1]. This phenomenon cannot be 

explained by the conventional neoclassical transport. 

From theoretical considerations, two pinch models 

(PHZ pinch and Er pinch) due to the toroidal 

rotation and the radial electric field were proposed 

[2]. PHZ pinch is caused by changes in the ion 

charge state along its drift orbit. Er pinch is caused 

by the effect of the radial electric field through 

Coulomb collisions. We have introduced these two 

pinch models into transport code TOTAL [3] and 

studied dependence of the tungsten accumulation 

on the toroidal rotation. We used the experimental 

data of the 5 cases; shot E049530 t = 7.5 s and t = 

9.0 s, E049537 t = 7.5 s, E049538 t = 9.0 s and 

E049540 t = 9.0 s. The radial profile of plasma 

toroidal rotation are shown in Fig. 1 for these 5 

cases. 
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Fig.1. Toroidal rotation profiles 

 

2. Model 

The tungsten transport is solved by using the 

1.5-dimentinal (1.5-D) transport code ‘TOTAL’. 

Temperature and density profiles are fixed to the 

experimental values. The tungsten accumulation is 

evaluated when it reaches steady state. The radial 

electric field Er is calculated with TOPICS [4]. 

 

2.1 Transport Model 

The tungsten ion flux on the normalized minor 

radius  is given by 

𝛤𝑘 = 𝛤𝑘
𝑁𝐶 − 𝐷𝑘

𝐴𝑁 𝜕𝑛𝑘
𝜕𝜌

+ 𝑉𝑘
pinch𝑛𝑘， 

𝛤𝑘
𝑁𝐶 = −𝐷𝑘

𝑁𝐶 𝜕𝑛𝑘
𝜕𝜌

+ 𝑉𝑘
𝑁𝐶𝑛𝑘 

 

 

 

(1) 

where 𝛤𝑘 is particle flux of impurities in the charge 

state k, 𝑛𝑘 is density of impurities in the charge 

state k. Pinch models with the toroidal rotation is 



introduced in the 𝑉𝑘
pinch term. The neoclassical 

radial velocity 𝑉𝑘
𝑁𝐶 and the neoclassical diffusion 

coefficient 𝐷𝑘
𝑁𝐶  are calculated by NCLASS 

module [5] implemented in TOTAL. The 

anomalous diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝑘
𝐴𝑁 is assumed 

to be uniform; the value is 0.01m2/s.  

 

2.2 Pinch Model 

The PHZ pinch velocity is given by the following 

equation; 

𝑉𝑃𝐻𝑍 =
𝑣𝑑0

2

2𝑍0

𝐶𝑇𝐶𝛻𝑇

𝐶𝑍
2 +𝜔2

 
 

(2) 

where 𝑣𝑑0 is the magnetic drift velocity, 𝜔 is the 

angular frequency of the poloidal motion of 

tungsten ions ; 𝜔 = (𝑉𝑡 − 𝐸𝑟 𝐵𝜃⁄ )𝑞𝑅0 , 𝐶𝑇 =
𝜕𝑛𝑒(〈𝜎𝑣〉𝑖 − 〈𝜎𝑣〉𝑟)/𝜕𝑇 , 𝐶𝑍 = 𝜕𝑛𝑒(〈𝜎𝑣〉𝑖 −
〈𝜎𝑣〉𝑟)/𝜕𝑍 , 𝐶𝛻𝑇 = 𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝜌 . The ionization rate 

〈𝜎𝑣〉𝑖 and the recombination rate 〈𝜎𝑣〉𝑟 are taken 

from [6]. 

 The Er pinch velocity is given by following 

equation; 

𝑉𝐸𝑟 =
(1 − 2𝛼)𝑘∆0

2

2(1 − 𝛼)3
𝜈𝑐

1 + (𝜈𝑐/𝜔)
2
 

 

(3) 

where 𝛼 = 𝐸𝑟 𝐵𝜃𝑉𝑡⁄ , 𝑘 = 𝑍𝑒𝐸𝑟/(𝑚𝑉𝑡
2) , ∆0=

𝑣𝑑0/𝜔0 , 𝜈𝑐 is the collision frequency of the 

impurity with the background plasma. The above 

formula is valid when 𝛼 < 1, and 2𝑘∆𝑟 < 1. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Pinch Velocity 

 Figure 2 shows the radial velocity of PHZ pinch 

estimated for the 3 cases (t=9.0s). For these three 

cases and also the other two cases, 𝛼 > 1 over the 

entire range and Er pinch model is not applicable. 

Thus, we calculate the tungsten accumulation 

setting 𝑉𝐸𝑟 = 0 in this study. 
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Fig.2. radial velocity of PHZ pinch (9.0s) 

 
PHZ pinch has a peak value at ρ=0.4-0.8, where 𝜔 

is nealy zero due to the Er. 

 

3.2 Tungsten Accumulation 
 Figure 3 shows the dependence of the tungsten 

accumulation on the plasma toroidal rotation. The 

influx of tungsten is assumed to be constant 
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Fig.3. the dependence of the tungsten accumulation on 

the toroidal rotation 

 
In the high rotation case, the tungsten accumulation 

is about four times as large as in the low rotation 

case. Compared with the experimental value shown 

by open diamonds, dependence of tungsten 

accumulation on the plasma rotation speed is small. 

However, the model reproduces the trend observed 

in the experiment.  

 

4. Future Plan 

In the CO-rotation, it has been observed that 

tungsten is not accumulated very much. The reason 

is that PHZ pinch and Er pinch cancel each other. 

Thus, further validation in such as the CO-rotation 

case are required. 
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